Conversational systems have improved dramatically recently, and are receiving increasing attention in academic literature. These systems are also becoming adapted in E-Commerce due to increased integration of E-Commerce search and recommendation source with virtual assistants such as Alexa, Siri, and Google assistant. However, significant research challenges remain spanning areas of dialogue systems, spoken natural language processing, humancomputer interaction, and search and recommender systems, which all are exacerbated with demanding requirements of E-Commerce.
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MOTIVATION
Recent advances in Natural language processing (NLP), and conversational systems have driven the widespread adoption of virtual assistants. Assistants such as Amazon's Alexa are being increasingly used to drive product discovery and purchases in the E-Commerce domain. This has opened new avenues for research into understanding and building human-centric conversational systems for information retrieval, product discovery, and recommendations.
As opposed to traditional information retrieval (IR) and recommender systems (RecSys), conversation systems for search and recommendations are characterized by a sequence of interactions between the user and the system. In order to satisfy the user's information need, this human-computer collaborative interaction can happen by various mediums ranging from user interfaces to spoken natural language dialog. As a result conversational systems enable the users to clarify and refine their information need. This allows for introduction of new mechanisms for interactions such as asking clarifying questions, and preference elicitation.
Conversational systems in the E-Commerce domain help with product search and recommendations to users based on natural language inputs. These systems can help the user with satisfying various information needs such as product discovery, helping users understand product features and attributes, identifying similar and related products, and providing recommendations. At every step during this discovery process of user-system interaction, the system needs to understand user's request, maintain and update user state, ask clarifying questions while keeping the user engaged.
This workshop will bring together researchers exploring diverse approaches for search and recommendations of products, as well as other aspects of E-Commerce product discovery in the conversational setting. For example, the entities to be discovered (the information that fulfills the need) might be unstructured, associated with structure, semi-structured, or have facets such as: price, ratings, title, description, seller location, and so on. Domains with such facets raise interesting research challenges such as (a) relevance and ranking functions that take into account the trade-offs across various facets with respect to the input query; (b) recommendations based on entity similarity and past user interactions; and (c) recommendations based on user location (e.g. shipping cost), and so on. In the case of conversational E-Commerce these challenges require inherent understanding of product attributes, user behavior, and the query context.
There is a significant disconnect between HCI, RecSys, the AI/NLP, and the IR/Web Search communities, slowing down progress and missing opportunities to collaborate. This workshop will bring together researchers and practitioners in order to identify and discuss core research problems in conversation systems for E-Commerce domain. This will serve many purposes. First, collaboration: it will bring the community together in a way that rarely happens. Second, funds: it will help attract research funding to this increasingly important domain. Third, research: it will help attract researchers and postgraduate students to conversational product search and recommendations in the E-Commerce domain. Finally, it will help broaden the definition of Information Retrieval at conferences such as WSDM.
The workshop will also examine the problem of data availability, as realistic data can help accelerate and enable academic research in this domain. We hope that the discussion on data will result in both a proposal to release data that is publicly available to researchers, as well as some tasks that can be examined on that data set.
RELATED WORKSHOPS
The Search-Oriented Conversational AI 1 workshop, Workshop on Conversational Approaches to Information Retrieval 2 , Workshop on Conversational Interaction Systems 3 are some recent information retrieval workshops dealing with some of the research topics we aim to cover in this workshop. However, the scope of these workshops have been much broader. And, conversational recommendation systems have not been of significant focus in these earlier workshops. The Knowledge-aware and conversational recommender systems workshop 45 is a recent recommender systems workshop with conversational systems as a topic of discussion. None of the recent workshops in IR and RecSys focus on conversational recommendations and search for the E-Commerce domain. The SIGIR workshop on eCommerce 6 deals with research topics in product search and recommendations within the E-Commerce domain. Conversational systems have not been of primary focus in this workshop.
THEME AND PURPOSE
The primary theme of the workshop is conversational systems for recommendations and search in the E-Commerce domain. The purpose of the workshop is to provide a venue for publication and discussion of research and ideas as they pertain to conversational systems. This workshop will be bringing together practitioners and researchers from academia and industry to discuss the challenges and approaches to search and recommendation for E-Commerce domain in the conversational setting.
The goal is to foster collaboration and discussion with the broader research community.
Scope
The workshop relates to all aspects of recommendations and search for conversational systems in the E-Commerce domain. Research topics and challenges that are usually encountered in this domain include:
